
Install Instructions for Fas-Top Original Tonneau

Questions? Call 701-673-3777

1.0 Edition



1. Tarp Stops
2. C-Clamps
3. Bows
4. Weather Seal
5. Side Rail
6. Roll Bar
7. Strike
8. Trigger
9. Header Bar Bracket
10. Storage Strap
11. Header Bar
12. Manual Latch Assembly
13. Auto Latch Assembly

Parts Diagram

• 4 or 6 Clamps (depending on pickup box length) with mounting hardware (one 3/8” x 1” bolt and one 3/8” 
washer for each clamp) 
• Driver Side Rail Assembly with Pre-Installed Auto Latch Assembly, Pre-Inserted 3/8” Square Nuts, Header 
Bar Bracket, Storage Strap, Weather Seal
• Passenger Side Rail Assembly with Pre-Installed Manual Latch Assembly, Header Bar Bracket, Storage 
Strap, and Weather Seal
• Tonneau Cover Assembly with Pre-Installed Tarp Stops, Header Bar & Roll Bar)

Components

• 9/16” Wrench or Socket
• Tape Measure
• Protective Eyewear
• Pencil

Tools Required

FRONT (Cab End)

Rear (Tailgate end)

PAssenger Side

Driver Side
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Mounting Side Rails

Set rail on top of truck bed side with the latch assembly toward the rear 
of the pickup. The rail with the (spring loaded) auto latch goes on the 
driver side. Push rail against the front inside edge of box.

      Repeat on both sides.

To install c-clamps, locate the 3/8” square nuts that are pre-inserted in 
the rail channels.   
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Push side rail against inside edge of box before tightening c-clamps.
Fasten clamps with 3/8” x 1” bolts and washers using a  9/16” wrench.

      Repeat on all clamps.

Position the c-clamps on the side rail as close to the front as possible 
and as close to the rear of the pickup as possible. Make sure to avoid 
obstructions. 
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c- Clamp diagram

Pickup bed rail thickness will affect the clamp angle
Gap is normal. 

6 clamps (Longer bed sizes)

4 clamps (standard 
and short bed sizes)

avoid 
obstructions

c-Clamp Position diagram
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Set tonneau cover assembly on the front of the box between side rail. 
Fold and tuck tarp flap under the header bar.

Mounting Tonneau to Side Rails
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2 To center tonneau, measure space on both sides of header bar, then 
reposition until space is equal on both sides.
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Underneath header bar, fasten the header bar to the bracket with a 3/4” x 
3/8” bolt and washer using a 9/16” wrench. 

Repeat on both sides of the header bar.

Locate and align pre-inserted 3/8” square nuts on the header bar with the 
hole on the header bar bracket. 3
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With tailgate down, unroll cover to the rear.

To close tonneau cover, unhook storage straps at the front of the box.

Closing Tonneau Cover
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Position the roll bar into the strikes and press down the roll bar until the 
spring loaded auto trigger latch engages.3

4 Driver side is automatic and passenger side is manual. Engage the 
manual trigger by pulling rearward into locked position.
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6 To seal the sides, start by pulling the slack outward and pressing firmly 
down along the length of the side rails.
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If tonneau is too tight or too loose, the tonneau can be adjusted by 
repositioning the latch assemblies on the side rails. With a pencil, mark 
the original strike position for reference. With a 9/16” wrench, loosen the 
strike bolts. Move strikes forward in small increments to loosen tonneau 
tension or rearward to tighten tension. Retighten the strike bolts with 
wrench. Close cover again.
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Tightenloosen

Strike

Trigger

Rear (Tailgate end)



With tailgate down, disengage trigger latches by pushing trigger forward 
starting with the manual latch side (passenger side) first.

Opening Tonneau Cover
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Disengage auto latch side (driver side) next by pressing the trigger for-
ward with one hand and holding roll bar firmly with the other hand. Lift the 
roll bar open.
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Secure the storage straps (located on the header bar bracket) to the top 
of the tarp stops.

Using both hands, tightly roll cover forward to the front of the box against 
the tarp stops. 3
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Important
Secure open tonneau with both storage straps to 
prevent tonneau from flying off.
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